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This document describes details of a key task using the developed software. 
 

Scenario 1: Take lift between intermediate floors 

Practical Goal: Move from one intermediate floor in a university building to 
a higher one. 

Context: 
Physical environment: Single shaft lift with doors on each floor of the 
building. 
Frequency of task: Several times a day. 
Time constraints:  Should not take longer than 3 minutes. 
Prioritisation and scheduling:  The user may have only minutes to reach 
a commitment (meeting or lecture) in another part of the building.  Use 
of the stairs is an alternative to using the lift. 
Resource conflicts:  The lift may be heavily used, particularly in a brief 
period before the hour (when student are travelling to and from lectures). 
Individual or group activity: The lift will be shared with other people 
having different destinations. 
Known problems or error situations: Lift overloaded. 

 
User/s: Lecturers, students and administrative staff. 
 

 
The user is a lecturer who is due shortly to take a class in a lecture theatre 
higher in the building. 
They are currently on the 3rd floor in front of the lift door, and wish to go to 
the 7th. 
The lift car is currently on the 1st floor and contains two people, one going to 
the 3rd floor and the other the 6th. 
No one else is intending to use the lift. 
 

 
1. Request lift to go up. 
2. Wait for lift door to open. 
3. Determine the direction of the car in this instance, up. 
4. Enter the car. 
5. Request floor 7. 
6. Wait for car door to open. 
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7. Determine floor car is at; in this instance, 6. 
8. Wait for the car door to open. 
9. Determine floor; in this instance, 7. 
10. Exit the car. 
 

 
 
 


